Geisterwolfe Shepherds
537 Poplar Creek Road
Effort, PA 18330
Geisterwolfeshepherds.com
Geisterwolfe@gmail.com
570-517-4488

DEPOSIT FORM
The deposit terms and conditions specified in this contract are between, Geisterwolfe
Shepherds, herein referred to as the Seller and _______________________________
herein referred to as the Buyer.
A $500.00 deposit is required to hold the puppy of your choice. Your deposit must be
made promptly, delivered by check, Paypal, Western Union or cash if deposit is placed
in person.
Deposits will be accepted to hold your place in a particular litter. Two male and two
female deposits will be accepted for each litter. Picks are done at 6 weeks. To be clear
Geisterwolfe will temperament test each puppy and recommend the puppy that is
appropriate for your preferences. E.g.: If you want a really calm puppy in a sable coat
but the only calm puppy is black and red, we will recommend you take the puppy that
fits your needs, abilities and lifestyle, rather than make an incorrect placement. If two
people want a really calm pup the first deposit will take priority. Your deposit can always
be moved to another litter.
Deposits are meant to hold your place for your particular puppy, depending on the
situation. Deposits are a measure of good faith, that you, the Buyer, intend to purchase
a puppy. In the event, for any reason that the Buyer is unable to meet His/Her end of
the purchase of this puppy, the Seller, Geisterwolfe Shepherds will retain 100% of the
deposit.

The deposit is non-refundable. In the event the Buyer’s pick was not met, the deposit
will be moved to another litter.
The deposit signifies the intent on the part of the Buyer to follow through with the
purchase of the puppy. The Seller reserves the right to void this transaction and refund
the deposit if we learn that the Buyer might not be suitable for the puppy (e.g.: Buyer is
found to be an animal abuser, violent person, representative of a pet store,
representative of a pharmaceutical research laboratory, puppy mill or is found to have
lied on their application or misrepresent themselves or their situation.
REFUND EXCEPTION: If the transaction is voided or if through some accident the
puppy were to die or otherwise be seriously injured before it goes to its new home then,
of course, the deposit will be returned to the Buyer unless the Buyer wishes to apply the
deposit to another puppy, if one is available, or to a puppy from the next available litter.
Puppy must be paid in full by 7 weeks of age if shipping is required. The cost of
shipping is the Buyer’s responsibility and must be paid in full 7 days before puppy ships.
If final payment is made by check, puppy will not be shipped until all monies clear. If
picking puppy up, puppy must be paid in full at the time of pick up with cash. Puppies
will not leave our property without full payment being made.
Litter: Sire____________________ X Dam_______________________
Male_________________________

Female_____________________

Color Preference_______________________
Drive Preference: Low _____ Med _____ High _____
Agreed price for puppy: $_________________________

Less deposit amount: $________________________

Amount due: $_____________________
In the event of litigation, the venue shall be Monroe County, Pennsylvania. I have read
the above, understand and agree to the terms of this contract as evidenced by my
signature below.
Buyer:_________________________________.

Date:____________________

Address:__________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________
Signature:_________________________________________________________

